FINANCIAL ADVICE
IN DIVORCE
In this guide
How speaking to an adviser during the
divorce process can help you make the
best of a difficult situation and secure
a healthy financial future
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48%

of divorced
women expect
to rely on the
state pension,
compared
with just 38%
of men

N

o one ever said that getting divorced is easy.
Emotions can often run high on both sides
and the judgment of all parties involved can
become clouded as a result.
There are numerous factors to bear in mind when
dealing with divorce, especially around personal
finance. The division of assets shared between a
couple – whether property, savings, or pensions – can
be contentious. There is often the temptation, in the
heat of the moment, to prioritise the division of lowervalue assets – such as a car or household items – or
even to cut one’s losses and just walk away.
But getting things wrong at this stage can result
in missed opportunities and give rise to a tangle of
unresolved questions that can have real implications
for you and your loved ones further down the line.
Having someone in your corner to look out for
your best interests, with a clear head and the relevant
expertise at their disposal, can be invaluable.
A pension is often one of the most valuable assets
to be considered when couples file for a divorce.
Pension sharing – which was introduced in 2000 – can
be the simplest, fairest way to ensure that ex-spouses
receive their fair share of a pot of capital built up over
the course of a marriage.

GLOSSARY

PENSION SHARING ORDER

A way of dividing up a
pension after a divorce or
the dissolution of a civil
partnership.
OFFSETTING

The value of the pension
is offset against other
assets. For example, one
spouse keeps their entire
pension, and the other is
given alternative assets (e.g.
property or cash) of the
same value.
EARMARKING

All, or part, of the pension
is earmarked to be paid to
one party when the other
starts to draw pension
benefits. There is no legal
transfer of ownership.

Since matrimony often involves one partner
foregoing career opportunities and the financial
benefits that would accrue from them over a period
of years – in order to bring up children, for example
– it is only proper that at the end of a marriage they
have a stake in a sum of money to which they have
contributed through time and sacrifice.
This is particularly relevant to women - according to
a 2016 Chartered Insurance Institute report on financial
risk and resilience in the UK , the average divorced
woman has just £9,000 in her pension pot, compared
with £30,000 for the average divorced man – less than
a third. Further to this, 48% of divorced women expect
to rely on the state pension, compared with just 38%
of men. And women are more likely to have caring
responsibilities, whether for a child or an elderly loved
one.
Voice of experience
Independent financial adviser Sarah Arora has a
wealth of experience when it comes to helping
divorcees find ways of protecting their assets and
securing their financial future, particularly around
pension arrangements. Sarah observes, “A pension
sharing order is one of the options available on
Continues on page 4
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COMMON
MISTAKES

It is all too easy to lose sight of what’s in your best interests when

in the here-and-now, and forget to change their wills. If put off

going through a divorce. Here are some of the most frequent traps

or forgotten, this can cause real problems down the line. It is

people fall into.

important to update your will to ensure that your ex-spouse is no
longer a beneficiary, and that any new beneficiaries are named.

Neglecting to amend your life insurance policy – As with
updating your will, updating or renewing your life insurance policy

Failure to properly invest the proceeds of your divorce – Fighting

in the wake of the break-up of a marriage is a crucial step to ensure

to make sure that you receive what you are due in the wake of

that in the event of your death, your wishes are reflected in an up-

a divorce can be arduous and emotionally draining. Once an

to-date insurance policy.

agreement has been reached and you have secured the capital that
is rightfully yours, though, it is important to invest it according to

Forgetting to update your will – Understandably, people getting

your long-term goals and requirements so as to ensure that your

divorced often become preoccupied with short-term decisions

future is as financially secure as possible.
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Case Study:

Claire

Only seven
years from her
likely retirement
age, Claire
was reluctant
to take on any
unnecessary risk

KEY FACTS

RECEIVING A PENSION SHARE

There are two ways a
pension share can be
received:
INTERNAL TRANSFER

The receiving party
becomes a member of their
ex-spouse’s scheme in their
own right
EXTERNAL TRANSFER

The receiving party
transfers the value
to another pension
arrangement in their own
name

Claire, 58 was granted a 25% pension sharing order in
relation to her ex-husband’s pension. She didn’t know
what her options were or what effect it would have
on her retirement plans now that she was divorced.
Only seven years from her likely retirement age,
she was reluctant to take on any unnecessary risk
and was unsure of how to deal with the pension
sharing order.
It was important to her that she maintained a
sense of control; being able to contribute to the
pension, deciding when and how much pension to
take. As a member of her current employer’s scheme
she wondered if this should be the destination for her
pension share.
Claire got in touch with independent financial
adviser Sarah Arora, who provided a comprehensive
overview of her options and helped Claire plan
for her retirement; assessing all of her assets and

existing employer pension and explained why some
options were not available or appropriate to her i.e.
she couldn’t place the pension sharing order with her
existing company pension scheme as the scheme
rules didn’t allow this.
Following the meeting Claire now has a pension
in her own right with the flexibility to make further
contributions, draw benefits as and when she wants
and a full understanding of what benefits she will be
entitled to at retirement.
Following the advice Sarah gave her, Claire is
planning to work a few years more, taking into
consideration that she will be relying on her income
alone and will retire a little later than originally
planned.
Working toward her plan has given Claire a sense
of direction and reassurance that she knows what her
future holds.
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A pension sharing
order provides
a clean break
between parties,
as the pension
assets are split
immediately
- Sarah Arora,
independent
financial adviser

DIVORCE IN LATER LIFE

Recent figures have shown that divorce is on the rise
among the over-65s, at a rate of 23% and 38% for men and
women respectively, over the decade from 2005 to 2015.
This bucks the trend for other age groups, which show an
overall decline of 28% over the same period.
This can result in people finding themselves financially
vulnerable at a time of life when they thought that
they were approaching retirement. Many see it has an
opportunity to be financially independent and are able to
pick themselves up and start again. And the statistics speak
for themselves: the number of brides and grooms aged over
65 went up by 46% in a decade, it’s because of us living
longer but also, you’re never too old to fall in love.

Continued from page 1

divorce/dissolution of a civil partnership. It provides
a clean break between parties, as the pension assets
are split immediately. This means that each party can
decide what to do with their share independently. This
will be confirmed by the courts via a pension sharing
order document.”
Pension sharing orders only apply to private or
work-based pension schemes – although it is possible
to claim a state pension using your ex-partner’s state
record. It should be noted though that remarrying
negates this possibility.
Another key area of concern for many people is
how getting divorced may affect the age at which they
are able to retire. Flying Colours can provide advice
around this as well: “Plans and funds which were once
accumulated on a joint basis will be split,” says Sarah.
“So planning for retirement is vital to re-evaluate and
to ensure a secure plan is in place.”
Flying Colours financial advisers are well placed
to guide you through the key challenges of divorce –
before, during and after the event itself – to help you
make sure that despite the stress and heartbreak of
this difficult process, you are able to meet the future
with financial resilience and independence.
After a divorce, financial advice can help you to
move forwards with strength and a positive outlook.
Creating a financial plan, for example, can be a useful
way of establishing your priorities and helping you
to achieve them – whether that means buying a new
home, rebuilding your assets or getting your pension
provisions in order.

Contact details
Call: 0333 241 9910
Visit: www.flyingcolourswealth.com
Email: info@flyingcolourswealth.com
Address: 2 Queen’s Square, Lyndhurst Road, Ascot, SL5 9FE
Flying Colours is a trading name of Flying Colours Finance Ltd, authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority under number 672022. We are registered in England and Wales under
company number 09075635 at 2 Queen’s Square, Lyndhurst Road, Ascot, SL5 9FE.

